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What is a CCF?
The Common Coordinate System (CCF) consists of ontologies and reference object 
libraries, computer software, e.g., user interfaces, and training materials that 

• enable biomedical experts to semantically annotate tissue samples and to 
precisely describe their locations in the human body (“registration”),  

• align multi-modal tissue data extracted from different individuals to a reference 
coordinate system (“mapping”) and, 

• provide tools for searching and browsing HuBMAP data at multiple levels, from 
the whole body down to single cells (“exploration”).



CCF Requirements
The CCF must capture major anatomical structures, cell types, and biomarkers and 
their interrelations across multiple levels of resolution.

It should be semantically explicit (using existing ontologies, e.g., Uberon, CL) and 
spatially explicit (e.g., using 3D reference organs for registration and exploration).



ASCT Tables
Anatomical Structures and Cell Types (ASCT) tables aim to capture the partonomy of 
anatomical structures, cell types, and major biomarkers (genomic, epigenomic, 
transcriptomic, proteomic, lipidomic, and metabolomic).

Partial ASCT Table from 
• El-Achkar et al. A Multimodal and Integrated Approach to Interrogate Human Kidney Biopsies with Rigor and 

Reproducibility: The Kidney Precision Medicine Project. bioRxiv. 2019; 828665. doi:10.1101/828665



El-Achkar et al. A Multimodal and Integrated Approach to 
Interrogate Human Kidney Biopsies with Rigor and Reproducibility: 
The Kidney Precision Medicine Project. bioRxiv. 2019; 828665. 
doi:10.1101/828665



ASCT Table Usage
ASCT tables guide CCF Ontology and 3D Reference Object Library design that semantically name 
and spatially place tissue data from different individuals into one CCF (i.e., mapping). 

Tissue blocks are  registered into the CCF using the Registration User Interface (RUI), and they can 
be explored via the Exploration User Interface (EUI). 



For the first HuBMAP portal release, 48 tissue blocks were registered.



1st Portal Release: Upload Portal 

Thanks go to the IEC for providing screenshots





1st Portal Release 

Early draft - limited  
functionality and 
design until more 
data has been 
indexed.



ASCT Table Design
The CCF Session at the NIH-HCA meeting—co-organized with Peter Hunter (SPARC) and 
James Gee (BICCN)—brought together experts across consortia. 

In follow up meetings, 10 ASCT tables have been created via collaborations across consortia.  
Ontology experts, including Chris Mungall and Mark Musen, provided expert comments.



https://www.humancellatlas.org/coordinatorshttps://tinyurl.com/ASCT10x10

https://www.humancellatlas.org/coordinators
https://tinyurl.com/ASCT10x10


ASCT Table Meetings
Meetings take place monthly to 

• Review and approve tables. 

• Formalize and unify table design language.

• Discuss table usage.

We are working on 

• Converting tables into machine readable formats, see example for 

vasculature.  

• Compare tables against Uberon, CL, and other ontologies.

• Compare tables against cell types identified in harmonized 

HuBMAP data and data generated by other efforts.



ASCT Table Usage
Compare cell types in ASCT tables with cell 

types identified in HuBMAP data. 

Spleen example: Data from five tissue blocks 

from 4 spleens were harmonized. 

UFL0001-SP-2-8, cube 1
UFL0001-SP-3-4, cube 3

UFL0002-SP-2-2, cube 3

UFL0003-SP-2-2, cube 1

UFL0004-SP-2-1, cube 4 

14 years 11m 18y 18y
Female Male Male Male

Data provided by TMC-UFL



ASCT Table Usage
Seurat harmonization results: Cell counts and prediction scores

Data provided by MC-NYGC

UFL0004-SP-2-1, cube 4 UFL0001-SP-2-8, cube 1UFL0001-SP-3-4, cube 3 UFL0002-SP-2-2, cube 3UFL0003-SP-2-2, cube 1



Example: Converting tables into machine readable formats – Kidney vasculature  



Capturing vasculature details is critically important for a vasculature based CCF   

Weber, Griffin M, Yingnan Ju, and Katy Börner. 2020. "Considerations for Using the Vasculature as a Coordinate System to Map All the Cells 
in the Human Body". Frontiers in Cardiovascular Medicine 7 (29): doi: 10.3389/fcvm.2020.00029. 

https://cns.iu.edu/docs/publications/2020-Weber-Considerations.pdf


ASCT Table Discussion
Please join the CCF breakout for a discussion of 

• Existing tables

• Planned analyses and visualizations of ASCT+B tables

• Table usage for research design and quality control

Contact MC-IU via infoccf@indiana.edu for questions and suggestions.

Apply for a Postdoc position to advance ASCT+B curation and usage, e.g., 

to understand vascular pathways in the human body (arteries, veins, 

capillaries, and lymph vessels). 

mailto:infoccf@indiana.edu
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